IF 2 HORIZONTALS ARE REQUIRED USE CMU BOND BEAM BLOCK

LINTEL TOP REINF. SEE SCHEDULE

STEEL LINTEL

WINDOW UNIT CAULK

JAMB REBAR SEE DTL. 11

CAULK

MORTAR

DOOR JAMB/WALL BEYOND

VERTICAL REBAR @ 24" O.C (CENTER ON BEAM FLANGE & MATCH CMU CELLS)

'W' BM-SEE 'W' BEAM - SEE LINTEL SCHEDULE

PLATE-WELD TO 'W' BEAM - SEE LINTEL SCHEDULE

FULL GROUT

STD CMU

OPENING JAMB BEYOND

INTERIOR

EXTERIOR

TYPICAL LINTEL(S)

SCALE: NTS
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'W' BEAM (WHEN USED)

SCALE: NTS
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